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CARLSTEN LESE- OG SKRIVETESTER. ELEVENS ARK. 
OBSERVASJONSPRØVE I LESING OG SKRIVING. HØST/ CARLSTEN 
READING AND WRITING TESTS. READING AND WRITING 
OBSERVATION TEST. AUTUMN 

Purpose: To assess student's reading and writing skills in order to provide early 
assistance to students who struggle with reading and writing 

Short description: Test is divided into three parts. Write a letter. Students should write 
letters based on teacher's naming of sounds. Write the first letter. 
The teacher says the words, and the student finds the first sound and 
writes the appropriate letter. Write words. The teacher says the 
word. The student must analyze the word and write the appropriate 
letters. The test gives a rough picture of the basic reading and writing 
skills and helps in assessing students who need assistance 

Academic area/skills:  •Knowledge of letters  
•Ability to identify language sounds in pronounced words 

Target group: 1th and 2nd grade 

Survey method: In group 

Standardization: Not stated 

Adapted/non-adapted to 
Norwegian conditions: Norwegian original edition 

Published: 2016 

Author: C.T. Carlsten 

User groups/user 
qualifications: Teachers  
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CARLSTEN LESE- OG SKRIVETESTER. ELEVENS ARK. 
OBSERVASJONSPRØVE I LESING OG SKRIVING. VÅR/ CARLSTEN 
READING AND WRITING TESTS. READING AND WRITING 
OBSERVATION TEST. SPRING 

Purpose: To assess student's reading and writing skills 

Short description: Test is divided into three parts. Write a letter. Students should 
write letters based on teacher's naming of sounds. Or: the 
teacher says a sound and the student writes the appropriate 
letter. Write words. The student must write nonsense words and 
sentences after the dictation. Read a text. The student should 
read a text within a specific timeframe. Reading fluency and 
reading comprehension is assessed 

Academic area/skills:  •Knowledge of letters  
•Ability to identify language sounds in pronounced words 

Target group: 1th and 2nd grade 

Survey method: In group 

Standardization: Not stated 

Adapted/non-adapted to 
Norwegian conditions: Norwegian original edition 

Published: 2016 



Author: C.T. Carlsten 

User groups/user 
qualifications: Teachers 

 


